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vite her out for a quick bite or prepare a
multi-course feast, your mom will be
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herself.
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1.Take care of dinner. Whether you
invite her out for a quick bite or prepare a multi-course feast, your mom
2. Seafood. If your mom is a seawill be delighted to share a meal
food lover, gift her high-end
prepared items like pre-cooked
you — especially if she doesn’t
shrimp or smoked salmon with
bites. You could also cook her a
have to cook it herself.
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While you cross items off your Mom’s
to-do list, consider sending her to the
spa to relax and unwind. She’s sure to
love being pampered.

4 delicious Mother’s Day
gift alternatives to chocolate
Chocolate is a standard Mother’s Day gift. However, some
moms simply don’t like this sweet treat. Fortunately, there
are plenty of other edible gifts that are sure to please.
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ters or scallops.

3. Wine and cheese. Pick out an
assortment of fine cheeses to
pair with charcuterie or a bottle
of good wine. If you’re not sure
what your mother likes, talk to
the staff at your local wine retailer for advice on what’s most
popular.

4. Honey and maple syrup. Many local
beekeepers and maple syrup producers
offer spectacular products in attractive
packaging and pretty gift baskets.
Consumable gifts are perfect for moms
that seem to have everything.
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Fans and colleagues pay last respects to Habs legend Guy Lafleur
Gainey, Houle, Cournoyer among ex-teammates who paid homage to ‘The Flower’
MARTIN C. BARRY

Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
For The Laval News
marty@newsfirst.ca

The remains of former Montreal Canadiens
legend Guy Lafleur lay in state at the Bell
Centre earlier this week, as fans and former
team colleagues paid a final tribute on Sunday
and Monday to Lafleur who passed away on
April 22 at age 70.
A national funeral was held on Tuesday May
3 at 11:00 a.m. at Mary Queen of the World
Cathedral in downtown Montreal. Some of Guy
Lafleur’s former teammates shared some special
memories of the Hockey-Hall-of-Famer.
Shortly before the start of the Bell Centre
tribute, they gathered to share their favorite
memories of Lafleur. As reported on NHL.com,
a few of the alums included Yvan Cournoyer,
Lucien DeBlois, Bob Gainey, Rick Green, Réjean
Houle and Chris Nilan.

Cournoyer remembers

years when he started to get sick and having
problems with his health, but you don’t forget
a guy like Guy,” added Cournoyer.
“I’m talking about the man. The man is so
popular, but he deserves it. He’s a natural with
the people. Guy loves everybody and everybody loves him. He’s just a natural guy. We were
together for 40 years, and every time we see
each other, we shake hands. I’m going to miss
him everyday.”

Gainey’s memories

Bob Gainey shared this anecdote about the
homecoming of Guy Lafleur after he joined
the New York Rangers. “The first time the
Rangers came to play at the Forum, he was
not involved in the game, he was injured, so
the expectation just built until he was going
to make that appearance. At some point in the
game, the score was tied and he had both New
York Rangers goals.
“There were still a few of us left on the team
who had been playing with him, and so we
weren’t quite sure whether to cheer or not
cheer for him,” Gainey added. “Ultimately, the
Canadiens won the game, but I thought it was
just an incredible story of perseverance and
still being able to show flashes of brilliance that
used to be so common, but maybe aren’t so
common now.”

Members of Guy Lafleur’s family (far right) were on hand at the Bell Centre last Sunday
and Monday to accept condolences from mourners.
Long-time fans of the Montreal Canadiens and its former star right-winger Guy Lafleur
joined ex-Habs team members at the Bell Centre in Montreal over the weekend to pay
their last respects to “The Flower” who passed away on April 22 at age 70.
PHOTOS: CLUB DE HOCKEY CANADIEN - COMMUNICATIONS

Réjean Houle remembers

“When I saw him for the first time in Verdun,
I said, ‘Wow!’ I’d won five Stanley Cups before
he arrived,” said Cournoyer. “I said, ‘With this
guy, I’m going to win more Stanley Cups.’ And
I was right.
“I’ve been thinking about Guy the last two

Réjean Houle said: “What I remember most
about Guy is, when we weren’t playing well,
which wasn’t often, Scotty Bowman divided us
into two teams and made us practice 5-on-5,
4-on-4 and 3-on-3. At 3-on-3, nobody could
rival Guy Lafleur. If he had space on the ice,
you couldn’t catch him. He was a notch above
everybody else. When it was 3-on-3, everybody
skated to the bench quickly so they wouldn’t
have to practice against him because he was
so good.”
Fans wishing to honor Lafleur’s memory
by contributing to the Guy Lafleur Fund for
Cancer Research can make a donation in his
name to the Fondation du Centre hospitalier
de l’Université de Montréal (CHUM).
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Mother’s Day latest victim of wokism gone mad
The University of Manchester has told its staff not to use the
word mother while celebrating Mother’s Day in an attempt to
promote diversity

H

appy Mother’s Day!
Oh, I’m sorry. Have I offended you? Please accept my
apology, especially if you’re a student at the University
of Manchester in England.
I came across a story o a while back with the click-bait headline “Manchester University bans the word ‘mother’ ahead of
Mother’s Day.”
I checked it out, fully expecting a parody from some smart-aleck
website like The Onion. But no, the story came from The Irish
Post, a 50-year-old media outlet that rather modestly calls itself
“The Voice of the Irish.”
Faith and begorrah, sure enough the story is true, although
claiming the word mother has been banned is a tad hyperbolic.
While the headline is overwrought, the University of Manchester
in England has told its staff not to use the word mother in an
attempt to promote inclusivity and diversity.
The suggestion comes from the university’s “equality, diversity
and inclusion” team, which is every bit as wildly woke as the name
implies. The team has put together a guide that “outlines how to
use inclusive language to avoid biases, slang or expressions that
exclude certain groups based on age, race, ethnicity, disability,
gender or sexual orientation.”
The guide includes all the usual stuff (spokesperson, not spokesman; humankind, not mankind) and a few I hadn’t thought of
(cover or staff, rather than man; workforce, not manpower). But
when it comes to the ever-evolving and baffling world of sex and
gender identity, the University of Manchester goes all in.
The guide states that it prefers “you or they/their/them, not
he/she or him/her,” “partner rather than husband or wife,” and
“everyone/colleagues, rather than ladies and gentleman.”
The university sent out this message to its staff, who were apparently looking for guidance on how to handle the thorny, explosive
issue of Mother’s Day.
“A reminder,” the college’s woke patrol wrote, “that it’s Parent or
Guardian’s Day this Sunday, so don’t forget to send your Parent
or Guardian some flowers, and be sure to give her – oh, I’m
sorry – ‘them’ a call.”

This story caused a minor uproar in England, with one MP
calling it “wokery gone mad.”
I’m confused. Who would feel discriminated against, offended
or excluded by using the word mother? We all have, or had, a
mother. You either are or are not a mother. It’s not really that
complicated.
What I find most disturbing about this ridiculous story is the
fact that someone actually gets paid to come up with this stuff.
There’s an entire industry of companies or institutions that will
train you in diversity and/or inclusion; dozens of them pop up in
even a cursory Google search. (If diversity training was a career
option when I was young, I would have considered it, just because
it’s a guaranteed job. But no-o-o-o, I had to go into journalism.
What a dope.)
I get the whole idea of diversity and inclusion. Diversity is
what Canada is all about, after all. Just watch any Canadian TV
commercial. Canadian advertisers have gone overboard with
diversity. My favourite is an ad for Fitbit that features a lesbian
couple – one Black, one Asian – a combination that likely exists
only in the imagination of an advertising executive. That pretty
much ticks all the boxes.
But who exactly feels excluded by using terms like mother or
father? Trans men who want to be mothers? Trans women who
want to be fathers? Wait, is that even possible?
I noticed a subtle change in the language in a recent news story
from CBC. The story stated that “pregnant people” can safely
get a COVID-19 shot. Pregnant people? Is this word usage so we
don’t exclude, what, pregnant men?
Suffice to say, I don’t think we’re under any immediate threat of
losing the terms Mother’s Day or Father’s Day. A backlash against
wokism is taking shape and I suspect idiocy like Parents’ Day will
get laughed out of existence.
Mind you, if Hallmark starts producing Happy Parents’ Day
cards, we’re doomed.
Maurice Tougas’s
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Liberals commit to making housing more affordable across Canada
Ahmed Hussen feels certain Ottawa is well-positioned to meet targets by 2024
MARTIN C. BARRY

Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
For The Laval News
marty@newsfirst.ca

Federal Minister of Housing, Diversity and
Inclusion Ahmed Hussen says he is confident
his ministry will be able to double the number
of homes built in Canada in the next ten years,
while being on target to meet quotas for new
affordable and social housing by the time the
Trudeau government’s current mandate comes
up for renewal as early as 2024.
In a statement issued in early April with the
Liberal government’s 2022 budget, the government said it recognized that it is becoming
increasingly challenging in Canada to find a
safe and affordable place to live.

An ambitious plan

An important part of the Trudeau government’s plan to boost the availability of affordable
housing is a Housing Accelerator Fund, which
will make $4 billion available to the country’s
largest cities, facilitating their ability to accelerate their housing plans towards a target
of 100,000 new mid-range homes by 2024-25.
According to the ambitious plan, the government wants to double housing construction
over the next decade, with additional provisions that include a $1.5 billion investment to
extend its Rapid Housing Initiative to create
a minimum of 6,000 more affordable housing
units across Canada.

A range of measures

As well, the government wants to help out firsthome buyers by introducing the Tax-Free First
Home Savings Account to allow them to save
up to $40,000; by doubling the First-Time Home
Buyers’ Tax Credit to $10,000; by providing up
to $1,500 in direct support to home buyers; by

extending the First-Time Home Buyer Incentive
to end of March 2025 to allow first-time home
buyers to lower their borrowing costs; and by
investing $200 million to help develop and scale
up rent-to-own projects across the country.
In addition to these measures, the government says it wants to curb unfair practices that
have been driving up the price of housing in
the last few years, by imposing a two-year ban
on foreign capital coming into Canada to buy
residential real estate, as well as by taking steps
to make property flippers “pay their fair share.”

Multifaceted approach

“We’re tackling speculation, we’re tackling
foreign investment, and eventually all of those
measures taken together will make a difference,”
Hussen said in a phone interview with Newsfirst
Multimedia. “Canadians understand that the
housing sector is complex, and our tax system
is also complex.
“So, we’re moving deliberately in a comprehensive manner to make sure that we’re addressing
different aspects of this challenge. With that
kind of approach, you begin to have an impact,
because you’re not just tackling one thing –
you’re tackling supply, you’re tackling speculation, you’re tackling demand, you’re tackling
access, while also dealing with unfair business
practices. Because we’re doing all of it, I believe
it will have an impact.”

Help coming, says Hussen

Although the country’s residential real estate
market still shows no signs of cooling off,
Hussen said the Trudeau government remains
“dead-focused on recognizing that Canadians
need help to purchase their homes. They need
help to access their due home-ownership and
we need to take action to increase supply.
“The issue is not just about price increases,”
he continued. “The issue is also just availabil-

ity of housing supply. We’re taking leadership
there, but we’re also been taking leadership on
accessibility and fairness while cracking down
on speculation and building more affordable
housing. So, that’s what we’re focused on and
hopefully all of those things will start to bring
down prices and make housing more affordable
for Canadians.”

Not meeting demand

Hussen noted that Canada currently has the
fastest growing population of the G7 countries
(including France, Germany, Italy, Japan, the
UK and the U.S.), although our supply of new
housing has not kept up with the demand. “So,
we have to take the initiative and do what we can
to increase the housing supply in this country,”
he said.
This year’s budget marked the third time since
Justin Trudeau first became Prime Minister in
2015 that his government promised to provide
Canadians with more affordable housing, but
failed to deliver in the first two tries.
According to some real estate sector estimates,
housing in Canada is now 100 per cent more
costly than when Trudeau first moved into
the Prime Minister’s Office, with the average
price of a Canadian home now being $869,000,
compared to $430,000 around seven years ago.

Unfulfilled pledges

Following earlier pledges to impose a two-year

Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
For The Laval News
marty@newsfirst.ca

The Canadian Federation of Independent
Business is calling on the federal government
to help the hardest hit Small and Medium
Enterprises across Canada deal with their
COVID-related debt.
Small businesses are not only facing a long and
challenging road to recovery – only 40 per cent
are back to normal revenues for this time of
the year, according to new data from the CFIB.
The survey results show only a quarter of
business owners (27 per cent) say they are fully
recovered. Among the many obstacles standing
in the way of a full recovery, says the CFIB,
is the staggering level of fresh Covid-related
debt small firms have had to take on during
the pandemic.

PLAN AHEAD!

Rising business costs

The CFIB says a huge number of small businesses are also facing major challenges with
rising costs for energy, inputs and insurance
(90 per cent), as well as increases to government-imposed costs for carbon and payroll
taxes (82 per cent). The federation believes this
may explain why almost three-quarters (72 per
cent) of small business owners failed to find the
measures in the 2022 federal budget particularly
helpful to their situations.

Seeking debt forgiveness

As such, the CFIB is calling on the Liberal
government to provide help to the hardest hit
SMEs with their COVID-related debt by raising
the forgivable portion of their CEBA loan to at
least 50 per cent, while extending the repayment
deadline beyond December 2023.
The CFIB is also asking the government to
help new businesses that were excluded from
the CEBA program and to forgive a portion of
other federal COVID-19 loan programs like
HASCAP. Small business owners can add their
voice to CFIB’s petition calling for more debt
relief at cfib.ca/covidpetition.
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“Two-thirds of small
businesses (65 per
cent) have had to take
on debt, at an average of $160,000, just
to survive the past
two-years,” says CFIB
president Dan Kelly.
“For almost 900,000
business owners, up to
$60,000 of this debt is

in the form of a government-backed Canada
Emergency Business Account loan.”
Kelly says Ottawa’s 2022 budget “missed an
opportunity to forgive a larger portion of these
loans for the most deeply affected small businesses.” All major Covid support programs end
on May 7, 2022.
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Businesses in deep debt

ban on residential real estate foreign ownership,
the minority Liberal government had to back
off, although the government may now well be
able to follow through because of a deal they
struck recently with the opposition NDP, who
have pledged to support Liberal government
initiatives until 2024.
In the meantime, Ahmed Hussen is sounding more confident than ever that the Trudeau
government will finally be able to honor its
long-delayed housing promises. “It is in our
budget and we will be doing everything that
we can to make sure that we move ahead on
these measures which we promised Canadians,”
he said.

DON’T WAIT LAST MINUTE!

Ottawa’s Covid support programs
for businesses end on May 7
MARTIN C. BARRY
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City’s public libraries hold first
used book sale in two years

The City of Laval’s public library network
held its first used book sale last weekend
since 2019, shortly before the onset of the
Covid pandemic.
Last weekend, it was time for hundreds of
book readers from Laval to get out to the
Cartier Arena in Pont-Viau for the first sale
of used books and other library materials and
documents since 2019, just before the Covid
pandemic started.
From Friday April 29 to Sunday May 1, more
than 100,000 items – a record, according to
library officials – were up for sale. They included
soft and hard cover volumes, comic books in
French and English, CDs and DVDs. All were
available for purchase at $3 per kilo, $1 per
single item, and magazines at 10 cents a piece.
“Each year, the library sale is awaited with
great anticipation by all Laval residents,” said
Sainte-Rose city councillor Flavia Alexandra
Novac, who is responsible for dossiers involving

the municipal library. “It’s an occasion to make
new cultural discoveries at a very good price,
to update the home library, or maybe even to
develop a passion for reading.”
Although library officials hadn’t calculated
the numbers for this year’s sale, the 2019 event
attracted more than 4,000 customers over three
days, while 89 per cent of the books and other
materials available were sold, and 4,200 books
were remitted to non-profit organizations as
donations.

Mayor Boyer and opposition Action
Laval agree on commons goals

STL strike cancelled after union,
management reach agreement

The Société de transport de Laval and the
union representing 625 STL bus drivers have
reached an agreement in principle, thus averting
an all-out strike that could have disrupted bus
service in Laval this summer.
A strike that was set to take place this
week has been cancelled, according to union
representatives.
The drivers’ local of the Canadian Union of
Public Employees (CUPE) confirmed the decision last Friday, when final details remained to
be worked out. The strike had been scheduled
to take place from May 3 to 10.
Exact contents of the tentative agreement were
not immediately revealed, as union officials said
they wanted to consult the membership first.
As it is, a general membership meeting will be
held on May 12 to vote on the tentative agreement. The last collective agreement for STL
bus drivers had expired in August 2019. The
dispute was mainly about wages.

Laval mayor Stéphane Boyer and Action Laval
city councillor for Saint-Vincent-de-Paul Paolo
Galati say they have reached an understanding
on two major dossiers affecting the east end of
Laval – the future of the Old Saint-Vincent-dePaul Penitentiary and the extension of SaintMartin Blvd. East.
The Old Pen, which has been recognized by
the federal government as a national historic
site for a good number of years, has been
falling into greater deterioration since it has

stood vacant near the centre of the village of
Saint-Vincent-de-Paul.
The Boyer administration and Action Laval
have agreed that a working committee for technical issues will be set up by city council and
will develop recommendations to municipal
and federal leaders for the future of the former
penitentiary site.
As for the extension of Saint-Martin Blvd.
East, the City of Laval has been contemplating
extending Laval’s heavily-trafficked main street
eastward for years into the districts of SaintVincent-de-Paul and Saint-François.
For now, the plan, as agreed by the city administration and Action Laval, is to fast-track the
dossier and consult higher levels of government on the possibility of implementing a type
of transit system along the axis so as to unite
Laval’s east and west sectors.
“It is a pleasure to work on the realization
of major projects in a spirit of collaboration,”
Mayor Boyer said in a statement about the new
working relationship between the administration and Action Laval.
“I feel sure that by speaking with one voice,
these priority dossiers will make their way
more easily and more quickly. After all, it is the
citizens who will come out as winners. Laval’s
east end has great development potential and
we agree to do this now.”
“I have been working for a very long time on
this dossier,” said Galati. “By collaborating with
the mayor, we are sending a strong message to
the federal government to get this project going.
As several solutions in the district are affected
by this dossier, this is excellent news for all of
east-end Laval.”

Thinking of Selling or Downsizing?

I CAN HELP!
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New ARTM public transit fare structure comes into effect on July 1
Transit authority is harmonizing the cost of taking the bus, Metro, Exo and REM
MARTIN C. BARRY

Local Journalism Initiative Reporter
For The Laval News
marty@newsfirst.ca

The Autorité régionale de transport métropolitain (ARTM), which oversees planning of public
transit throughout the Montreal region, hopes
do dispel confusion over transit fares by this
summer with the introduction of a new system
harmonizing the payment structure regardless
of your point of origin or where you are headed.

Singe fare stays at $3.50

The new fare system, which includes the REM
electric train network which is scheduled to
open in phases in the next few years, will be
based on four zones (ABCD), covering the
metropolitan Montreal region. Beginning on
July 1, transit users travelling on the island of
Montreal, or within Laval or other designated
regions, will pay a flat $3.50 per fare whether
they are taking the bus, Metro, Exo train or the
REM (when it becomes available).
The price of a single fare in all the zones
(including Montreal, Laval and Longueuil) will
remain as it is now at $3.50. What is changing in
the way the ARTM will be charging for public
transit is that riders will pay primarily on a
per-region basis, rather than on what mode of
transit they take. The fare structure will be the
same for users everywhere, including Laval,
as long as they are travelling within their own
region.

ARTM regions ABCD

“The tariff restructuring has already made life
easier for a good number of people, although
this year it will prove to be even more effective
at a time when we all need it,” Benoit Gendron,
general manager of the ARTM, said during a

briefing for the media last week.
The four fare regions are as follows: A:
Montreal. B: Laval, Longueuil, Brossard,
Boucherville and St-Bruno-de-Montarville. C:
North and South shores within the ARTM’s
territory. D: Areas outside ARTM territory.
Transit fares and passes, which will continue
to be uploaded onto Opus user cards, will be
available for those wishing only to travel within
their regional zone, or they can purchase a pass
combining two or more regions, such as an AB
pass to be able to travel in Laval and on the
island of Montreal.

Some examples of new fares

A regular monthly pass for all modes of transit

on the island of Montreal will cost commuters
$94 a month beginning on July 1, with travel
outside this zone costing extra. A single fare to
travel between zones B (Laval) and A (Montreal)
will cost $5.25 and the cost of a monthly pass
will be $150. Zone C will cover the greater
Montreal region’s North Shore and South Shore.
A single fare allowing travel between Zones
A, B and C will cost $6.50 and a monthly pass
will be $184. The ABCD monthly pass, allowing
travel anywhere within the Montreal metropolitan region, will cost $255. A single fare in
the ABCD zone will be $9, compared to $18.25
now to take a regional bus, a train and then
use the Société de transport de Montréal on
Montreal Island.

Savings for Laval users

The ARTM’s restructured fare system offers
savings for occasional users of the STM who live
in areas such as Laval (Zone B). As it is now,
Laval residents pay a $7 single fare to take the
bus from their region, then transfer to an STM
bus or to the Metro.
Also under the new system, the cost of a
Société de transport de Laval monthly bus pass
will rise from $101.00, as it is now, to $105.00
beginning on July 1. The ARTM will be holding public information sessions on the new fare
system on May 24 and 25. A comprehensive list
of the ARTM’s fare changes can be found on the
transit authority’s website: https://www.artm.
quebec/en/fare-reform.

Get on board
like a busssss.
Pay with your
credit card*.

Enhanced transit service between
Vimont and Val-des-Brises

T48 route and schedule

Solution made
possible by
*Cartain conditions apply.
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Like a bus service, the T48 regular shared
taxi service will have a set route and will
operate every 30 minutes for most of the
day, on a seven-day-a-week schedule. It will
connect with regular bus routes 17, 31, 73,
74 at Dagenais and Des Laurentides (Paradis)
and routes 27, 39, 41, 43 at Dagenais and
René-Laennec.
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As of May 5, the Société de transport de
Laval (STL), in partnership with Taxelco,
will operate a brand new shared taxi service
connecting the Vimont neighbourhood and
the Val-des-Brises commercial district. It
will serve the employees of close to 70
businesses in the area east of Highway 19
and north of Highway 440 providing riders
with a new transit option.
“In recent years, Laval has grown to position
itself as a thriving economic hub in the region.
With that growth, however, comes greater
demand for mobility from both employees
and customers who must travel to different
parts of the city for shopping, leisure or other
activities. That’s why the STL is working hard
to tailor its service to the needs of all Laval
residents,” said Jocelyne Frédéric-Gauthier,
Chair of the STL Board of Directors.
“In Laval, there are a number of such
isolated areas that have a need for transit
service. So, one of our goals is to work with
partners and residents to improve mobility
across the city. This is what we’re doing in
Val-des-Brises to meet the needs of area businesses that approached us earlier this year. I
would like to take this opportunity to extend
a special thank you to all stakeholders who
actively contributed to project meetings,” said
Guy Picard, General Manager of the STL.
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Mother’s Day around the world
Every country has its own Mother’s Day
traditions. Here are a few ways this occasion is celebrated around the world.
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5 last-minute
Mother’s Day gifts

Mother’s Day is coming up fast. Do you have a present for your mom yet? If not, here
THE ECO-FRIENDLY MOM
are five last-minute gift ideas guaranteed to put a smile on her face.
To please this mom, give her something
that will make a positive impact on the
1. Coffee or tea. Stick to what she loves or introduce her to a few new flavours.
your
Include ad spaces to generate revenue from the content on these pages.
environment.
Sustainable For
goods
like entire
reu dental needs call :
Monday to Friday 8:00 am to 7:00 pm
4375,
Notre-Dame,
suite
7,
Laval
THE ORGANIZED MOM
sable produce bags, beeswax food wraps,
2. Beauty products. Let your mom
(corner
Elizabeth)
A woman who’s always
taking
notes and metal straws and reusable paper towels
know she deserves to be pamperedSaturday 8:00 am to 1:00 pm
making lists is sure to appreciate a stylish are a good idea. She’s also likely to ap
from head to toe. There’s some
notebook or agenda. Or, if she’s always preciate allnatural versions of everyday
thing for every mother, from nail
digging through her purse to find what she products like soaps and cosmetics.
polish and makeup to bubble bath
needs, a handbag organizer with plenty
and scented body lotions.
of pockets will make her life easier.
3. Sweets. Candies and chocolates are
classic Mother’s Day gifts, just be
sure to choose what she enjoys.
Are you looking for a Mother’s Day pre
sent? If so, here are some gift ideas for
different types of moms.

Happy Mother’s Day

Chirurgien dentiste / Dental Surgeon
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450-682-3921

THE STAY-AT-HOME MOM
Stayathome mothers often neglect to
make time for themselves. If your mom
or kids’ mom is always on the go, give
her the ultimate break from her routine:
a day at the spa. Alternatively, you can
bring the indulgence to her with a mon
thly box subscription. She can have tea,

THE GLOBE-TROTTING MOM
If your mom regularly travels, give her a
gift that’ll make her next voyage easier
such as wireless headphones or a new
carry-on bag. Alternatively, a scratch-off
world map will remind her of past ad
ventures and spark her inspiration for her
next big trip.
Remember, expectant moms deserve to
be spoiled too. If she’s struggling with
the aches and pains of pregnancy, a pre
natal massage is an excellent gift. You
can also prepare healthy frozen meals so

4. A subscription. Spoil your mom
all year long with a subscription to
a magazine, a streaming service or
a monthly box from her favourite
brand.
5. A book. If you know which genres
and authors she likes, the staff at a
local bookstore can help you find
a great read. Complete the gift with
a personalized bookmark.
No matter what you give your mom
for Mother’s Day, be sure to include
a card with a heartfelt message. It’s a
token she’s likely to treasure for
years to come.

4 delicious Mother’s Day

gift alternatives to chocolate
Chocolate is a standard Mother’s Day gift. However, some moms simply don’t like this sweet treat.
Fortunately, there are plenty of other edible gifts
that are sure to please.
1. Specialty coffee. Coffee is an excellent source
of antioxidants. Prepare a gift box filled with
organic or fair-trade varieties and choose
whole beans to optimize freshness. You could
also include an affordable coffee mill.

2. Seafood. If your mom is a seafood lover, gift her high-end
prepared items like pre-cooked
shrimp or smoked salmon bites. You could also cook her a
delicious feast of mussels, oysters or scallops.
3. Wine and cheese. Pick out an
assortment of fine cheeses to
pair with charcuterie or a bottle
of good wine. If you’re not sure
what your mother likes, talk to
the staff at your local wine retailer for advice on
what’s most popular.
4. Honey and maple syrup. Many local beekeepers and maple syrup producers offer spectacular products in attractive packaging and
pretty gift baskets.
Consumable gifts are perfect for moms that
seem to have everything.

Our best wishes to all the mothers on Mother’ s Day!

FAYÇAL

EL-KHOURY

KOUTRAKIS

MP FOR VIMY
annie.koutrakis@parl.gc.ca
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MP FOR LAVAL-LES ÎLES
faycal.el-khoury@parl.gc.ca
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Happy
Mother’s Day

#newsmatters FEATURE
REACHING 384,000 OF READERS ACROSS ALL ENGLISH QUEBEC COMMUNIT Y NEWSPAPERS

WHY THIS COMMUNITY
NEWSPAPER MATTERS:

E

Small but
mighty papers
deliver impact
journalism
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BY RUBY IRENE PRATKA

This

Quebec Community Newspaper Association special feature is
made possible through the generous support of our sponsors.

very day, Trevor Greenway
sees the impact of his
work.

Greenway is the editor of The
Low Down to Hull and Back
News, an independent weekly English-language newspaper in Wakefield which covers
parts of the Outaouais region.
“If you’re new to the area, the
first three things you learn
about are the Black Sheep Inn,
Wakefield Spring water and the
Low Down,” says Greenway.
“People won’t read about the
town council in Low or Denholm in the Ottawa Citizen or
on the CBC website, but they’ll
read it here.”
The 29 English-language and
bilingual member publications of the Quebec Community Newspapers Association
(QCNA) distribute weekly, biweekly, monthly, and daily to
some 384,000 readers, focusing on high-impact local news.
According to the QCNA, three
out of five English-speaking
residents of areas served by
the association read their local paper. >>

#newsmatters FEATURE

REACHING 384,000 OF READERS ACROSS ALL ENGLISH QUEBEC COMMUNIT Y NEWSPAPERS

>> HOLDING COMMUNITIES TOGETHER
Quebec’s English-language community newspapers are part of the glue that
holds their respective communities together, keeping long-departed former
residents abreast of happenings in their
hometown and often covering great distances.

Publisher Penny
MacWhirter explains
that the Spec plays
a vital role in the lives
of English-speaking
seniors, many of whom
are unilingual and
lack internet access.

FACTS
Local community newspapers
remain the favourite source for
local news. Local information
is the top reason people read
their community newspaper.
SOURCE: 2018 TOTUM RESEARCH STUDY
OF MORE THAN 2,000 CANADIANS

More than 450 Canadian news
outlets have closed since 2008.

At least one-third of
Canadian journalism jobs
have disappeared since 2010.

Lily Ryan is the publisher of The West
Quebec Post (established in 1896), The
Pontiac Journal, The Aylmer Bulletin
and The Gatineau Bulletin. Ryan notes
that until her father, Fred Ryan, founded the bilingual Pontiac Journal, no English- or French-language newspaper
covered the entirety of the vast, mostly
rural Pontiac region, an area that takes
two hours to drive. The Journal’s slogan
is “Uniting the Pontiac.”

Community media contributes
to better informed citizens:

The Gaspé Spec, an English-language
weekly in the Gaspé, plays a similar
role, uniting far-flung English-speaking communities in Eastern Quebec.
Before the Spec published its first edition in 1975, Gaspesians “knew more
about New Brunswick affairs than they
did about Quebec,” the paper’s website
explains. The Spec is the only regional
newspaper covering the nearly 350-kilometre area from Rivière-au-Renard to
Matapédia.

respondents in communities with
local papers are 15 percentage
points more informed about
local news and information
than those without one.

Publisher Penny MacWhirter explains
that the Spec plays a vital role in the
lives of English-speaking seniors, many

VISIT QCNA.CA FOR MORE
INFORMATION AND RESOURCES.

SOURCE: DEPARTMENT OF
CANADIAN HERITAGE

SOURCE: BENEFITS AND IMPACT OF
COMMUNITY MEDIA IN VARIOUS
COMMUNITIES ACROSS QUEBEC, 2019

of whom are unilingual and lack internet
access. In the first year of the COVID-19
pandemic, the paper produced daily online public health digests, which were
then shared around the community. The
extra work stretched the paper’s staff of
four to the limit but reinforced its public
service role.
FILLING A VOID
During the COVID-19 pandemic, as
large regional newspapers have shrunk
further due to advertising constraints,
community newspapers have filled a
void and helped readers understand a
rapidly changing world.
In May 2020, veteran Montreal Gazette reporter Brenda O’Farrell founded The 1019
Report, covering all 1,019 square kilometres of Vaudreuil-Soulanges. Existing
local publications had closed, and the
Gazette had stopped running a weekly
segment that focused on the area.
“This area, which has one of the fastest-growing English-speaking populations in the province, had no local English media,” O’Farrell says. Her goal
was to launch a “hyperlocal publication
worthy of people’s time,” and the weekly quickly stepped into the gap left by its
vanished predecessors.
Thanks to a risk-taking town councillor, O’Farrell exposed a real estate cover-up, and her reporting led to major
changes in local urban planning policy.
“We were able to give voice to one person who said, ‘This is wrong,’ tease out
what was and wasn’t true and give people the proper information,” she says.
“This is the role newspapers play in a
democracy.”
STORIES MAKING
NATIONAL HEADLINES
Community newspapers are staffed by
dedicated journalists who leverage the
trust they have gained from years of
community involvement to cover stories
that make national headlines.
Last fall, a Chelsea teacher called Greenway at the Low Down newsroom to
say her colleague, Fatemeh Anvari, had

been reassigned after wearing a hijab in
class during the height of the provincewide debate about Bill 21. Greenway met
Anvari, who was initially reluctant to be
interviewed, and spoke to her about the
story’s potential impact.
“She was worried the story would put a
target on her back, but she got so much
support,” Greenway recalls. A Léger
poll suggested that support for the secularism law dropped from 64 per cent
to 55 per cent after the Low Down published Anvari’s story; Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau expressed his support
for Anvari, and the story was picked up
by The Washington Post and The Globe
and Mail.

Community newspapers
are staffed by dedicated
journalists who leverage
the trust they have
gained from years of
community involvement
to cover stories that
make national headlines.
“All political stories start at the local
level, and (Anvari’s) story is a great example of that,” comments Low Down
publisher Nikki Mantell. Like Ryan,
Mantell has devoted her entire professional life to community journalism.
Greenway launched his journalism career at the Low Down before working for
a daily paper in Ottawa. In 2021, he returned to the paper as its editor.
“I did break some big stories in Ottawa,
but I don’t feel that they had the same
impact on the readership.” Community
journalists, however, can explore major
stories that have an impact on people
directly at home, Greenway says.
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Seven arrested in Laval and Montreal firearms/drug raids

Items seized included:
(2) 9 mm handguns
(2) .45 calibre handguns
(1) .40 calibre handgun
Ammunition for a .45 calibre handgun
Ammunition for a .380 caliber firearm

Seven people were arrested on April 22 as part of searches
conducted by police in Laval and elsewhere in the Montreal
region over the activities of a suspected firearms and drug trafficking ring.
In all, 10 raids were conducted in Laval, Montreal and on the
North Shore as part of an investigation undertaken in Projet
Centaure, which began last December.
Police say they have reasonable grounds to believe the suspects
were directly or indirectly involved in recent incidents of gun
violence committed by suspects involved in organized crime
in Laval.
As part of the operation, searches were conducted at various
homes and in vehicles, leading to the seizure of firearms and
ammunition, a significant quantity of narcotics, a vehicle, cash
and more.
Police said those arrested were expected to face a range of
charges, including drug trafficking, possession of drugs for the
purpose of trafficking and possession of firearms.

Drugs seized (valued at $1,906:)
3,381.83 grams of cocaine
2,916.98 grams of hashish
1,11593.25 grams of cannabis
1,880.88 grams of leaf cannabis
27,958.75 grams of concentrated cannabis
2,000 tablets of Oxycodone
170 tablets of unidentified narcotic
982.89 grams of violet MDMA
342.41 grams de black MDMA
1,066 tablets methamphetamine
509 vaporizers of THC
221.58 grams psilocybin

THURSDAY ONLY from 10am to 7pm
In-Store with no reservations needed!
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THIS WEEK’S BASKET:

• Grapes
• Raspberries or
blueberries
• Avocados
• Strawberries
• Bananas
• Pomegranate
• Apples
• Broccoli
• Mushrooms

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sweet Potato
Corn
Garlic (Spain)
Lettuce
Cucumber
Turnip
Green beans or
Brussels sprouts or
Swiss chard
• Tomatoes

(514) 473-4591

3151-B boul. DAGENAIS OUEST
(near Curé-Labelle) Laval, Québec H7P 1T8

panierdufermier.ca | panierdufermier@gmail.com

s
a
v
e
$
1,200

up to

VISIT OUR FACEBOOK AND INSTAGRAM PAGE!

@PANIERDUFERMIER

2 EASY STEPS:
1

Book your basket online or by phone
from Monday to Thursday

2

Pickup Thursday, Friday or Saturday.
Delivery available

Other items seized:
9 Rolex watches
A Mercedes GLC 2017
$200,000 in cash
Articles used in the sale of drugs
6 air pistols
2 air rifles

OPP investigating fatal 401 collision with
victims from Laval

The Ontario Provincial Police (OPP) are investigating a collision
that took place on Highway 401 on April 18, leaving three people
from Laval dead and two others in hospital with non-life-threatening injuries.
At approximately 7:30 p.m., OPP officers responded to collision
involving a tractor-trailer and a passenger vehicle eastbound
on Highway 401, just east of Maitland in Augusta Township.
Augusta Fire Rescue and Leeds Grenville Paramedic Service
also attended the scene.
As a result of the collision, three people were confirmed dead
and two others were transported to hospital and have since been
released. The three dead (all confirmed by the OPP as being from
Laval) were Chantal Dendooven-Legault, 68, seven-year-old
Emerik Giroux, and three-year-old Maelie Giroux.
The OPP was still appealing for witnesses at deadline, and were
asking that anyone who witnessed the collision or has dash-camera footage of the incident to notify the OPP at 1-888-310-1122.

Woman issued $2,500+ in tickets for driving over 230 km/h without lights

A 26-year-old woman from Laval could be paying fines totalling
more than $2,500, in addition to spending a week without her
driver’s licence, after she was clocked going more than 230 km/h
at 3 a.m. without her headlights on.
The Sûreté du Québec’s Laval detachment said SQ officers intercepted her vehicle on Autoroute 15 southbound in Boisbriand
early Saturday morning April 23 while she was greatly exceeding
the speed limit in a 100-km/h zone.
The driver, identified as being a Laval resident, was issued a
$2,476 ticket and 30 demerit points for speeding, and a $173
ticket for driving at night without headlights switched on. Her
driver’s licence was suspended for seven days.

Beware of this scam

The following is a message you might receive by email or text
message
Do not respond to it and do not click on the links
After the last annual calculation, we noticed that you are eligible
to receive 183.93$ AUD
1 - Enter your contact information*
To submit the application electronically, please fill out the form.
Once the form is completed, you will be asked to confirm that
the information in the document is correct.
2 - Treatment**
The information you entered and the completed application
form sent to myGov via a secure encrypted connection, and
others will not be able to see the information.
Please click below to submit an eForm for refund:
Secure Form <https://cutt.ly/SGdQwvT>
Important info: Your refund will not be processed unless you
confirm your identity, also we may have to cancel your Account
if one or more attempts are unsuccessful.
We’ll be in touch soon with more info.
Sincerly,
© myGov Team
<https://assets.klicktipp.com/static/email-preview/trans.gif>

?
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Payment:

From Wayne & Tamara

Q

My wife of 13 years had
a long affair with the bass
player in her band. I found out
in February. We have a young
daughter and other children I gave birth to
that she helped me to raise. They are late
teens and early adults.

Previously, she cheated with at least
two other people, early in the marriage, and
I forgave her.
I actually thought we were happy.
We were still having sex and falling asleep
holding hands. On Valentine’s Day she told
me she loved me. The following Wednesday
she said she wanted a divorce. This time, she
left me for a woman who is married.
We are in the divorce process now. I
am a minister and we are well-known in the
community as a long-term lesbian couple.
I am struggling financially because she was
the primary breadwinner.
When people ask, I’ve been telling them
what happened. In the beginning, the story
leaked out of me with complete strangers. I
was a blubbering mess. I discovered she was
telling others I was abusive and that is the
reason for the divorce. That’s hilarious. I
was an abused child and it’s the last thing I
would ever do.
Part of me wants to blast her on social
media with the proof of what happened.
I have hundreds of screen shots, an audio
confession, and love letters she wrote to the
other woman. (That woman’s husband is
FINE with the affair, I spoke to him!)
I feel I am the victim of cruel, made-up
excuses, and mutual friends seem to believe
her lies. How can I make it clear that she’s a
lying, manipulating narcissist without also
harming our precious daughter?
I know the internet is “forever,” and
I don’t want our youngest googling this
one day and learning the details of this
nightmare.
My wife is also dating other women,
with the girlfriend’s approval. My wife is
taking my daughter on dates with these
women. It’s nauseating. The little one came
home recently and told me, “Mommy took
me and a lady to the beach!”

Can I publicly defend myself from these
lies? Is dignified silence better?
Jill

A lawyer would advise you not to do
anything which might affect the outcome
of the divorce. If you had a lawyer, your
evidence would be in their hands, and if
you did not abuse your wife, she would
have nothing to give her attorney.
But with or without proof, your
friends will decide for themselves who to
believe.
The problem with staying with a
cheater is they will make a liar of you. If
you didn’t tell your friends when she first
cheated, your friends will be inclined to
believe whichever one of you opens her
mouth first.
Two philosophers, Descartes and
Spinoza, had something to say about this
issue. Descartes claimed when people
hear something, they pause and weigh the
evidence before deciding what to believe.
Spinoza thought that was bosh. He knew
that most of the time most people believe
the first thing they hear.
Modern psychology agrees with
Spinoza. That is why, if you are victimized,
you need to get your story out first.
Once people believe something, they
won’t want to change their mind. That
would mean admitting they were fooled,
and most of us don’t want to admit a
mistake.
Your other problem is that many
people don’t side with the truthful party;
they side with the party they perceive as
dominant. Your wife understands this
perfectly.

WE BUY GOLD AND DIAMONDS
450-681-1363

- For over 38 years -

When you forgave the first time, you
thought the problem was solved forever.
But the one who forgives has only decided
for themselves. She was not chained to
your decision. She found someone else,
and now you are the enemy.
You would like to get even, but
Spinoza might advise you otherwise. He
coined the phrase “Of Human Bondage,”
by which he meant that emotions often
hold us in chains.
You need to be free of that bondage,
and this person. An attorney can help you
develop the most levelheaded strategy.
Wayne & Tamara

*No price by phone

Same address since 1989
1799, boul. Curé-Labelle,
Chomedey (North of St-Martin)

Mon. to Wed. - 10am to 5:30pm
Thurs. and Fri. - 10am to 7:00pm
Saturday - 9am to noon
Sunday - Closed

X

O

SAINT-MARTIN
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Wayne & Tamara Mitchell are the authors of YOUR OTHER HALF (www.yourotherhalf.com)
Send letters to: Direct Answers, PO 964 Springfield, MO 65801-0964 or email: DirectAnswers@WayneAndTamara.com
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Before selling
elsewhere,
come see us!
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I may have to do an emergency
fundraiser to be able to refinance our house
out of her name.

A

Jill, it doesn’t sound like
you are in the middle of a
divorce, unless you are trying
to do it yourself. If you were in
the middle of a legal process, your lawyer
would advise you about the disposition of
the house, the custody of your child, and
what to say or not say.

CURÉ-LABELLE

Strategic Thinking

In Memoriam & Obituaries
LAUZON, Richard
1954 - 2022
It is with sadness that we announce the passing of Mr. Richard
Lauzon, who passed away on April 28, 2022, at the age of 67. He
was the husband of Madame Lorraine Sansoucy.
Besides his wife, he is survived by his children Joëlle (Julien
Beaudry) and Pier-Luc, his grandson Colin, his sisters Nicole
(Pierre Boulanger), Francine (Pierre Dubé) and Lise (Mario
Turgeon), his brother Michel , his sister-in-law Diane (Pierre
Langlois), his nephews and nieces, as well as several relatives
and friends.

Three modern funeral trends
There’s no one right way to approach a funeral and today’s
ceremonies are increasingly stepping away from long-held
traditions. Given that each individual leads a unique life, it
follows that when a person passes away, he or she is commemorated in an equally unique fashion. Here are three
ways forward-thinking families are customizing funerals
for the modern age.
1. NOT WEARING BLACK

Some families ask guests to forego the
traditional garb and instead sport bright
colours. This practice encourages people
to regard the ceremony as first and foremost a celebration of the deceased’s life.

2. THEMED FUNERALS

This is another way of putting the accent
on celebration and commemoration. A funeral can be themed around a personal
passion, a special achievement, a favourite colour, a choice book or film — you
name it.

3. GREEN FUNERALS

Environmentally conscious individuals
are increasingly opting for eco-friendly
funeral practices. Green funerals may include a burial in the forest, using remains
to grow a tree and choosing sustainably
sourced wood for the coffin.

These are just a few ways to perso
nalize the funeral of your loved one.
There’s nothing stopping you from
expanding on these ideas or using
your own, so long as the wishes of the
deceased are taken into account.

PLANTE, Linda
1954 - 2022
It is with sadness that we announce the passing of Mrs. Linda
Plante, who passed away on April 28, 2022, at the age of 67. She
was the wife of Mr. Manuel Ponte.
Besides her husband, she is survived by her daughter Jacinthe
(Sébastien), her grandchildren, Benjamin and Marianne, her
son-in-law Daniel, her brothers and sisters, brothers-in-law and
sisters-in-law, her nephews and nieces, as well as many relatives
and friends.

FRÉCHETTE, Lise
1941-2022
In Laval on April 28, 2022, at the dawn of her 81st birthday,
passed away Mrs. Lise Fréchette, daughter of the late Phillipe
Fréchette and the late Marie-Ange Cuerrier.
She joins her recently deceased son André Collins.
She is survived by her son Sylvain, her daughter Nancy (Sophie),
her grandchildren Jackie, Stacy, Francis, Alexandra, Vanessa
and Andrew as well as her 9 great-grandchildren, her brother
Normand (Annie), brothers-in-law , sisters-in-law, nephewsnieces as well as relatives and friends.

MC GREEVY, George
1943-2022
In Laval on April 26, 2022, at the age of 78, passed away Mr.
George Mc Greevy, husband of Tara Mc Greevy (born Léonard).
Besides his wife, he is survived by his children Robert and
Lynn, their spouses Nancy Bélanger and Sébastien Cliche, his
grandchildren Bianca, Koralie, Jérémy and Lilyrose, as well as
several relatives and friends.
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Contact us today to place an obituary or in memoriam in our next issue
NO CHARGE Email: production@newsfirst.ca • Tel.: 450-978-9999

Live for the moment
Banner Ad Goes Here

Our family...caring for yours

Complexe Funéraire

Στέφανος Σβουρένος

55 rue Gince, Montreal | 514 228-1888 | complexeaeterna.com

• Largest viewing • Personalized service • Parking for 130 cars • Reception Hall / Cafeteria • High quality services
room in Quebec tailored to your needs • Full support and help • Available 24 hours - 7 days at a much lower cost

HOROSCOPE
Week of MAY 1 TO 7, 2022

The luckiest signs this week:

ARIES, TAURUS AND GEMINI

ARIES
Expect a move soon. You’ll browse home decor shops
to find furniture and accessories that express your
personality. Measure your words when speaking
around certain people.

Coffee Break
CROSSWORDS

TAURUS
Someone will tell you a secret that leaves you
perplexed. You may toy with the idea of revealing it. It’s
time to cut ties with some of your friends, especially if
they owe you money or have betrayed your trust.

GEMINI
You’ll be promoted at work, which will help ease some
of your financial stress. Make the first move and ask
your boss for a raise. You’ll finally see a brighter future
open up.
You must take time to rest to regain your passion and
drive. You’ll receive enlightenment that moves you to
explore your spirituality and adopt a new, more
stimulating way of life.

LEO
You have an active imagination. You may complete a
masterpiece that pays off handsomely. Getting your
friends together for a festive gathering will take some
effort.

Copyright © 2021, Penny Press

CANCER

PUZZLE NO. 123

ACROSS
1. Aerosol spray
5. Tricky
8. Marble slice
12. At a standstill
13. Stick for billiards
14. Wear down
15. Sports group
16. Exit’s opposite
18. Packing down
20. VIII
21. Eden dweller
22. Mentally healthy
23. Pushy
26. Broom’s relative
27. Hurried
30. Litter’s littlest
31. Title
32. Folder
33. “You ____ Sixteen”
34. Grass-covered ground
35. Moved slowly
36. Heroic poem
38. Rightful

You’ll oversee an event with friends or an important
work meeting. You’ll discover a new side to yourself by
overcoming your shyness and being extroverted.

LIBRA

SCORPIO
You’ll go on a surprising adventure like a pilgrimage.
This experience will broaden your horizons and allow
you to develop your personal and professional skills.

SAGITTARIUS
You’ll run the gamut of emotions this week. However,
these feelings will bring about a transformation. You
may spontaneously decide to leave home, move to
another city or travel globally.

CAPRICORN
You’ll be forced to make a heartbreaking decision.
Think carefully before deciding. If you’re in a hurry,
you’ll waver back and forth and lose precious time.

AQUARIUS
You’ll be busy at work this week. You’ll be entrusted
with an important task that could make you a lot of
money. You may also start your own small business,
which will be profitable.

PISCES
You may fall in love at first sight with someone who
turns out to be your soul mate. You’ll discover that
you’re made for each other. However, your family may
put a damper on things.

HOW TO PLAY:
Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the numbers 1 through 9 only once.
Each 3x3 box is outlined with a darker line. You already have a
few numbers to get you started. Remember: You must not repeat
the numbers 1 through 9 in the same line, column, or 3x3 box.

Last Issues‘ Answers

CROSSWORDS

You’ll be given new and challenging responsibilities at
work, which will allow you to develop new skills that
could lead to a raise in the next few weeks.

Business,
Canada or USA
Fast Delivery!

Amazing Prices!
200 for $84
400 for $134
1000 for $204

Communications - Promotions - Marketing
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We print all
kinds of cheques:

Full Banking Security Features

DOWN
1. Catcher’s catcher
2. What’s the big ____?
3. Close with force
4. Violent storm
5. View
6. Breathing organ
7. Nonetheless
8. Blot
9. Undies
10. Building curve
11. Garden produce
17. Gather in

19. Climbing plant
22. Tearful moan
23. Half of a bikini
24. “____ Day Will Come”
25. Sniffling’s partner
26. Wet dirt
28. Swiss peak
29. High-wire precaution
31. Physician, briefly
32. Liberation
34. Knights’ titles
35. Mug
37. Sheriff’s helpers
38. Fine
39. Went by carriage
40. In a group of
41. Hammer or chisel
42. Ready to be picked
43. ____ out (barely
makes)
44. Comfortable rooms
46. Little devil

PUZZLE NO. 848

VIRGO

39. Shaving need
41. Got slimmer
45. Oversight
47. Dam
48. Clamors
49. In fashion
50. Unzip
51. Brink
52. Tissue layer
53. Disarray

GALERIE OASIS

LI

50-70% OFF
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ALL SOFAS, RUGS, ORIGINAL ART, DÉCOR & MORE

Wall to wall savings!
FIRST COME FIRST SERVED!

If you are looking for a sofa it’s the time to BUY.

Over 80 living room settings, thousands of area Rug choices, Art and
collectibles of genuine period.
DALI VASE

GENUINE LEATHER
Emile Galle
Vase

SOFA

LOVESEAT

Faberge Eggs

1249
1149

$

$

GENUINE LEATHER

1599

$

SOFA

1249

$

LOVESEAT

SECTIONAL

2199

$

1149

$

Bronze Statue

VELOUR

SOFA

Gallery
Mirrors

GENUINE LEATHER
SOFA

1299 LOVESEAT 1149

$

$

SOFA

1099 LOVESEAT 999

$

SUPER SALE

899

$

$

LOVESEAT

799

$

FABRIC

899
$
LOVESEAT 799
SOFA

$

GENUINE LEATHER
SOFA

1249

$

LOVESEAT

1149

$

14 Stages of the Cross
Original Oil Paintings

VELOUR

SOFA

999 LOVESEAT $899

$

ACCENT CHAIR

679

$

Pay $0
Down
Credit
Available!

LARGEST SELECTION
OF AREA RUGS IN CANADA!
1877 Boulevard du Curé-Labelle, Laval,
QC 450. 973. 0000 • galerieoasis.ca

Financing available upon approval of credit

